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Dan's Wine of the Quarter
What are some trends to
watch out for in the
Professional Liability
market?

I had the pleasure of attending a spring wine pick up party at Dumol
Winery's Windsor facility a couple of weeks ago. Kerry Murphy and
staff were naturally pouring the 2012 releases (a magnificent
vintage!) which are already drinking great - think floral and white
peaches. However, the real treat was tasting ‘08 Chards along with
several older Pinots. To add further to this pleasure, Dumol did not
add a premium to purchases of these older, delicious vintages. Click
here to read more about Dan's wine choices for this quarter.

Apps That Monitor Traffic
I believe the most important one
going into the summer is the flux and
dangers now to be found in the
lawyer's professional liability market.
Five or more carriers have stopped
writing lawyer's professional liability
insurance in California. Put another
way, five significant books of
lawyer's professional liability
insurance have lost carriers recently.
To read more on what Dan McKenna
has to say on the professional
liability market, click here.

Hiking Carson Pass, CA

Day hiking in California along Carson
Pass, which is located in the
Northern Sierra, between Ebbetts
Pass to the south and Luther Pass
south of Lake Tahoe to the north, is
very accessible and has trails suited
for all ages. For trail maps and
features to see along the way, click
here.

Most people have a love-hate relationship with
freeways. We love them when they’re not clogged
by rush hour traffic because a freeway lets us get
from point A to point B at a relatively fast pace;
driving the speed limit, of course.
When these freeways are packed, however, life can
get very frustrating. Luckily, with recent
technological advances, there are smartphone apps that are updated regularly to monitor
traffic and help you get to your destination quicker. For the full list of apps and app
features, click here.

MCLE Available for $99
Beginning August 1st, CNA is pleased to announce that for the same low price of $99 per
lawyer, CNA’s policyholders will have access to the entire West LegalEd Center®
library, in addition to the same high quality CNA risk control
presentations. In other words, for the $99 subscription fee,
subscribers will have access to more than 5,000 courses for
CLE credit nationwide. Subscribers whose prior
subscriptions remain active will automatically have their
accounts upgraded and also will be able to access this new benefit.In addition, the new
CNA SORCE® platform has been upgraded to a more user-friendly environment. Web
pages are cleaner. Functionality has been greatly improved. And, work flow is simpler.
We believe that these improvements will complement the user experience! Please note
that CNA Risk Control courses available for premium credit appear on their own unique
platform. Each one-hour course continues to qualify for 2.5% premium credit per attorney
up to the maximum allowable credits CNA is committed to delivering high quality
presentations focused on risk control techniques addressing currently relevant
professional liability exposures for law firms.

